Pericapsular Nerve Block as Analgesic Method for Patients with Hip Fracture
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Abstract
Today we are facing the time of the opioid crisis, in which pain management, in the different areas of study, has become more and more complicated for health personnel. Patients with hip fracture, who among their main population at risk are the elderly, require greater safety and greater pain control time. New analgesic techniques have been under development, including a recent one by which the nerves of the pericapsular group or PENG block are blocked, specifically of the anterior capsule of the hip joint, mainly sensitive nerves with little motor involvement. This technique varies slightly in its method of performance and in the anesthetic used according to current reviews. Because it is novel, the largest amount of information found in the literature comes from reports and case reports or letters to the editor; therefore, it is not yet possible to extrapolate the results to a general population, but knowledge of these studies will allow progress in the comprehensive management of these patients.
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Introduction

The 3-in-1 block and femoral block are one of the most commonly used methods for analgesic management in patients with hip fractures, but as it does not block the obturator nerve, since it is at a higher level than that achieved by these methods, it may not provide sufficient analgesia in such patients. Since 2018, Giron et al described a new method based on the knowledge of the sensory innervation of the anterior capsule of the hip, which includes the deposit of local anesthetic in the facial muscle plane between the psoas muscle and the iliopubic eminence, with results satisfactory clinical trials in the 5 patients in their study. Since then, different reports and case reports have been published that support the findings found by Giron, et al. This procedure can be useful throughout the patient’s perioperative period. In this article, a short review will be made of the different reviews of the cases and their conclusions regarding the subject.

Methodology

A systematic bibliographic search of the updated medical literature on PENG block and its relationship with analgesic management in patients with hip fracture was carried out, using databases such as: Pubmed, Science direct, Google Scholar and EMBASE until November 5, 2021. Descriptors such as PENG block, analgesic management in hip fractures, PENG block and hip fractures were used. Review articles were used as originals regardless of their year of publication.

Results

In the elderly population, due to lower bone density and multiple underlying diseases, one of the most common orthopedic emergencies is hip fracture, which is also associated with high morbidity and mortality [1, 5].

For pain management, the most commonly used methods are opioid-type systemic analgesics that, among others, increase the incidence of side effects such as nausea, vomiting, sedation and constipation, which is directly reflected in longer hospital stays or late discharges [1].

During this time, the opioid crisis is more solid, which has evidenced the need for new analgesic techniques that provide greater safety and more time for pain control, including perioperative pain [9].

Sensory innervation of the anterior capsule of the hip, first described in 1948 by Gardner, is provided by the obturator nerve, accessory obturator nerve, and proximal branches of the femoral nerve [3]. Publications of recent anatomical descriptions have revealed landmarks to access these nerves through ultrasound-guided procedures, such as the anterior-inferior iliac spine and the iliopubic eminence that reach the femoral and obturator accessory nerve and the inferior medial acetabulum that reach the obturator nerve [9, 4].

The PENG (pericapsular nerve group) block is a new ultrasound-guided analgesic technique, first described at the end of 2018 by Giron-Arango et al [1, 5]. Through this, analgesia is provided through a regional block in the anterior capsule of the hip joint, with little involvement of motor innervation, which has proven to be a better option than the 3-in-1 block, femoral block and block of the iliac fascia as traditional methods in analgesic management in patients with pathologies related to said anatomical site since the latter do not block the obturator nerve [1]. Currently, it has been considered that this anesthetic technique could not only be indicated in hip fractures but also to reduce procedure-related hip pain, in vaso-occlusive crises due to sickle cell anemia and in osteoarthritis and even for interventions not associated with the hip [10].

Figure 1. Left: anatomy of the innervation of the hip joint. Right: Approach to the PENG block from lateral to medial

To perform the block, patients are placed supine and a pillow or blanket under the ipsilateral knee may be used for support to provide slight hip flexion and decrease tension on the iliopsoas muscles [1, 9]. In some descriptions, the convex ultrasound probe (low frequency) is used for patients over 70 kg and linear probe (high frequency) for patients under 70 kg [1,13]. The bone mark of the anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS) is located and the probe is placed in a longitudinal plane over it and aligned with the pubic branch by rotating the probe 45° to observe the iliopubic eminence in the depth, the psoas muscle with its tendon in proximity to the iliopubic eminence, the most superficial and medial femoral artery and vein [9, 11-13].
Figure 2: A. Position of the patient to perform the PENG block. B. The ESIA is searched, palpated, and marked as a reference to perform the procedure.

Figure 3: A. Placement of the probe longitudinally on the ESIA in the previously made mark. B. Ultrasound view of the upper pole of the ASE probe.

Figure 4: Position to perform the PENG lock. A. Probe aligned with the superior pubic ramus. B. Ultrasound view where key anatomical structures are labeled: Inferior Anterior Iliac Spine (AIIS), Femoral Artery (FA), Femoral Vein (FV), Psoas Muscle Tendon (PSOAS).
The needle (100mm, 22G // 80mm, 20G; according to the literature reviewed) is inserted at an angle of 45° to 60° to place the tip in the musculoaponeurotic plane between the psoas in the anterior part and the pubic branch in the posterior (this point may vary according to the literature and according to the operator's expertise; the complete review of the procedure is not the objective of this article), then a negative aspiration is performed and the anesthetic is injected while the adequate elevation is observed in the image and the dispersion of the liquid [1-2, 9, 11-13]. The type and quantity of anesthetic used will be independent of the method used, in the current literature there are cases with a single injection of ropivacaine 0.5% and 4mg of dexamethasone at 20cc and others with lidocaine 1% with epinephrine and bupivacaine 0.25% at 30cc total [1, 6, 9, 13].

Some disadvantages associated with the method have been described as not reaching the lateral femoral cutaneous nerve that provides analgesia in the lateral region of the thigh and it is there where the entrance incisions are made for the surgical approach in patients with hip fracture [1].

Discussion

Giron-Arango et al, in 2018, published an innovative pericapsular nerve group block technique for the analgesic management of patients with hip fracture. In their article, they describe the procedure and its effectiveness in 5 patients with hip fracture 30 minutes after the procedure, and in which all reported significant decrease in pain through clinical scales and additionally, they did not have quadriceps weakness as one of the the expected complications to the process [5, 8].

Since then, the PENG block has been considered a new anesthetic technique that has been under development, initially used for analgesic management in patients with hip fractures but which has currently expanded its indications, although most of the medical literature comes from case reports and letters to the editor [2, 13].

A scoping review published in 2020, by Morrison et al, reaffirms that the largest amount of current information on analgesia and anesthesia through PENG block in hip fractures and surgeries comes from reports and case series, within which, all, it is described that such a procedure provides sufficient analgesia or anesthesia and that its transient secondary motor side effects occur when the local anesthetic is deposited in an unwanted location [7].

In 11 case reports, the use of PENG block as the sole technique for the management of pathologies related to the hip (fractures, dislocations, surgeries) has been effective in providing analgesia with the reduction or no additional use of oral or intravenous analgesics [7]. On the other hand, another 9 studies that include both adults and children, describe that the use of the PENG block in combination with local anesthetic infiltration or block of other nerves (such as the femoral nerve or lateral femoral cutaneous nerve) also provides sufficient analgesia with necessity minimal or no opioid requirement after 72 postoperative hours (arthroplasty, arthroscopy or hip fracture surgeries) [7].

A descriptive observational study carried out between May and November 2019 in a Hospital in Argentina, with a total of 53 patients, highlighted the benefit of the use of the PENG block as a perioperative strategy in patients with hip fracture by directly affecting the subjectivity of pain (evaluated by the Visual Analog Scale - VAS) with improvement in this parameter in all patients at 30 minutes and up to 10 hours after the procedure. The authors conclude that the PENG block provides very good analgesia and...
can be used both preoperatively, during patient transfer, and post-operatively, thereby directly reducing opioid use and hospital stay [1]. (Figure 1)

Morrison et al, also report up to 10 studies that show differences in the technique used for PENG block, such as the use of curvilinear or linear probes. Another 19 studies with the use of a single dose of analgesics during the procedure and 1 only with a catheter for continuous infusion of local anesthetic. None of the above required greater analgesia 72 hours after surgical procedures [7].

Of the most commonly reported complications resulting from the procedure include infection, bleeding, neuropathies, and systemic toxicity due to the volume and delivery of anesthetic. Quadriceps muscle weakness can occur secondary to femoral nerve block [6, 13]. Due to the recent nature of the subject, there is no more information on the side effects of the procedure in the literature, which is a point to be addressed in future studies.

Conclusion
The publications on the subject in question have been quite emphatic on the efficacy and usefulness of the PENG block as an analgesic management in patients, not only with hip fractures but also for use in pathologies involving said joint. As it is a recently appearing method, it requires studies with larger cohorts that allow the experience of small population groups to be scaled to a recommendation for generalized use due to the lack of evidence or existing controversy on points such as quantity, concentration or anesthetic ideal to use, precise indications and contraindications. Even so, with what is known, we could anticipate the fact that this novel method, in the near future, will allow a new vision in the control of pain in patients and even, if it could be thought, apply its principles in different parts of the body economy [14-20].
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